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Introduction 

An Enriques surface over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 4=2 is 
a nonsingular projective surface F with Hi(F, (gv)= H2(F, Or)=0, 2Kv=0. The 
unramified double cover of F defined by the torsion class K v is a K3-surface 
F, a nonsingular projective surface with HI(F,(gr)=0, Kr=0.  The study of En- 
riques surfaces is equivalent to the study of K3-surfaces with a fixed-point-free 
involution z. In particular, the automor_phism group Aut(F) of F is isomorphic 
to the group Aut(ff, z)/(z), where Aut(F,z) is the centralizer of z in the auto- 
morphism group Aut(F) of ft. In the case k = ~ ,  the field of complex numbers, 
the study of Aut(F) is based on the Global Torelli Theorem for K3-surfaces 
proven by I. Piatetski-Shapiro and I. Shafarevich in [19]. It follows from this 
theorem that up to a finite group the group Aut(ff) is isomorphic to the quo- 
tient group O(Pic(F))/W, where O(Pic(F)) is the orthogonal group of the Picard 
lattice of ff and W its normal subgroup generated by the reflections into the 
classes of nonsingular rational curves. For a "generic" Enriques surface F this 
theorem allows to compute Aut(F) (see [3] and also [17], where this result is 
not stated explicitly). For an arbitrary F the relation between F and ff does 
not help, since it is very difficult to compute the action of z in Pie(if). Howev- 
er, by other means, we can prove the following analog of Piatetski-Shapiro and 
Shafarevich's result: 

Theorem. Let F be an Enriques surface and Hr= Pic(F)/Tors. Let W~ be the 
subgroup of the orthogonal group O(HF) generated by reflections into the classes 
of nonsingular rational curves on F and G be the subgroup generated by Wf~ and 
the image Aut(F)* of Aut(F) in O(Hr). Then W~ is a normal subgroup of G and 
G is the semi-direct product of W~ and Aut(F)*. Moreover, if k=lU then G is of 
finite index in O(HF). 

Our proof of this theorem depends upon the Global Torelli Theorem for 
Enriques surfaces proven by Horikawa in [12]. However, we use it differently 
than the similar theorem has been used in the case of K3-surfaces. As in the 
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latter case we believe that the above theorem is true for k # ~ .  For example, 
we know that Aut(F) is always infinite if W;={1} and finite if W~ is of finite 
index in O(H~). An example of the latter situation is given in the paper. The 
Enriques surface from this example is not new, it was used by Horikawa in 
[12] for other aims. It also gives an example of an Enriques surface for which 
Aut(F) does not act faithfully on the cohomology. Independently (and earlier) 
a similar example was constructed by W. Barth (see [3]). 

This paper originates from an inspiring lecture of C. Peters about  automorphisms of a "ge- 
neric" Enriques surface. I owe to him for this very much. I also want to thank the Mathematics  
Institute of the University of Warwick and the Max Planck Institut f'tir Mathemat ik  in Bonn for 
providing the most  stimulating atmosphere during the time when this paper was being written. I 
am very grateful to the referee for correcting a mistake in the proof of Theorem 4,3. 

w 1. The double plane construction 

In this section we recall the classical construction of the presentation of an 
Enriques surface as a double cover of the projective plane IP 2 branched along 
the union of two lines and a special curve of degree 6 ([1], Chap. X). A better 
version of this construction is the presentation of an Enriques surface as a 
double cover of a 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic surface or its degeneration bran- 
ched along a nonsingular curve of degree 8 and the singular locus. This con- 
struction is well-known to the experts (see, for example, [3, 9, 23]). We state it 
without proof. 

1.1. Proposition. Let C be an irreducible curve on an Enriques surface F with C 2 
=2. Then the linear system [2C[ is base-point-free and defines a morphism 
c~: F ~ I P  4 generically of degree 2 onto its image. The surface S=th(F) is the 
intersection of  two quadrics of  rank 3 in IP 4 and is not a cone. The induced map 
dp: F--+S factors through a birational morphism F ~ F '  onto a surface with double 
rational points as singularities and a double cover F ' ~ S  branched along the 
singular locus of S and a curve W cut by a quadric in IP 4. 

1.2. Proposition. Let S be an irreducible quartic surface in IP 4 which is given by 
two quadric equations of  rank 3 and is not a cone over a curve in IP 3. Let 
W~[~gs(2)[ with at most a,, d,, e,-singularities and not passing through the singular 
locus Sing(S) of S. Then there exists a unique double cover F ' ~ S  branched along 
W and Sing(S) such that F' has at most double rational points as singularities 
and a minimal resolution o f  F' is an Enriques surface F. The induced map F ~ S  
is given by a linear system [2 C[, where C is an irreducible curve with C2= 2. 

1.3. The following facts about the surfaces S from above are well-known and 
can be easily proven. Up to a projective isomorphism there are only two such 
surfaces. The first is given by the equations 

2 2 Xo+X,+x =0, 
It contains 4 ordinary double points P• =(0, 1, +_i,0,0) and P~: =(0,0,0,1, +_i) 
as its singularities. It also contains the four lines I• = {x I + i x  2 = x 3 ~ i x 4 = x  o 
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=0} and l'+_ = {x 1Tix2 =X3-{- ix4 =X0 =0}  which form a quadrangle with the 
vertices at the points P+, P'+. We will refer to this surface as a 4-nodal Del 
Pezzo quartic surface. 

The second surface can be given by the equations: 

2 2 XO-}-Xl J-X22=O, XoX4-}-x2=O. 

It contains two ordinary double points P_+ =(0, 1, +i ,0,0)  and a double rational 
point P '=(0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1)  of type A 3 as its singularities. It also contains two lines 
l+ = {x 0 = x  3 = x  a + i x 2 = 0  } which join the point P' with the point P+_ respec- 
tively. We will refer to this surface as a degenerate 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic 
surface. 

1.4. Let ~b: F--,S be the morphism from Proposition 1.1. Suppose that S is a 4- 
nodal Del Pezzo quartic surface. Let f+=q~- l ( l+)  and f'_+ =~b-l(/'+_). One can 
easily see that [2Cl=lf+ +f_ +f'+ +f'_l, f+elf_ +KFI, f~elf '_  +Kvl,  If[=t2f+l 
= [2f_l and If'[ = 12f+l =12f'_l are irreducible pencils of elliptic curves with f . f '  
=4. Conversely, if Ifl and If'l are two irreducible pencils of elliptic curves on 
F with f . f '=4 ,  then [f[ (resp. If'l) contains exactly two multiple fibres f+ 
(resp. f'_+) such that Ifl : 12f+l = 12f_ I (resp. [f'[ = 12f~l = 12f'_ I) and the linear sys- 
tem [2f+ 2f'[ = If+ + f  + f 2  +f'_l is equal to 12 C[ for some irreducible curve C 
with C2=2. Thus, we see that the morphisms q6: F~S to a fixed 4-nodal Del 
Pezzo quartic surface S in IP 4 with the property of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 are 
in ( 1 -  1)-correspondence with the pairs (f ,f ' )  as above. We will call such a pair 
a standard pair on F. 

Now we assume that S is a degenerate 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic. In this 
case q~ 1(1+ wl )= f+  +f_ +E, where [fl=12f+l=12f_l is an irreducible elliptic 
pencil and E a nonsingular rational curve such that f .E=2.  Conversely, if 
(f,E) is a pair of curves as above, then the linear system [2f+2EI is equal to 
L2C[ for some irreducible curve C with CZ=2. Thus, we see that the mor- 
phisms qS: F~S  to a fixed degenerate 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic surface with 
the properties of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 are in a (1-1)-correspondence with 
the (Ifl, E) as above. We will call such a pair a degenerate standard pair on F. 

1.5. Let S be a (degenerate) 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic surface and U c [(_9s(2)[ 
be the open subvariety parametrizing the curves with at most a,, d,, e,-singu- 
larities (i.e. neither infinitely near triple points nor points of multiplicity >4  
occur) which do not pass through the singular locus of S. The group Aut(S) 
acts regularly on U. One can check that U is contained in the set of semi- 
stable points for the action of Aut(S) in l(gs(2)l (see [13], where it is done for 
an equivalent problem). We denote the quotient variety by M)  s if S is a 4- 
nodal Del Pezzo quartic and by M~ if S is a degenerate 4-nodal Del Pezzo 
quartic. One immediately computes dimAut(S) to deduce that dimM~S=10 
and d i m M ) = 9 .  By 1.4 we see that the points of M)  ~ (resp. M~) are in a (1 -1 ) -  
correspondence with the isomorphism classes of standard (resp. degenerate 
standard) pairs on Enriques surfaces. Here a pair (Ifl, If'l) (resp. (Ifl, E)) on a 
surface F is called isomorphic to a pair ( I f l , f ] )  (resp. (If  I, E) on a surface F' if 
there exists an isomorphism 7:F'~F such that y*{lfl, lf'l}={lfl, lf'l} (resp. 
7*{Ifl, E}={Ifl, E}). 
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1.6. Let (If[,Lf'l) (resp. 0fl,  E)) be a standard (resp. degenerate) pair on F. Let 
HF= Pic(F)/Tors. For every element DePic(F) we denote by [D] the class of D 
in H F. Let H~- be the set of the classes of effective divisors on F in H F. There 
exists a unique pair ( x l , x z )eH F such that ([ f] , [ f ' ] )=(2Xl ,2X2)  (resp. 
( [ f ] , [E])=(2Xl ,X l -X2) )  and x ~ = x 2 = 0 ,  x l . x 2 = l ,  xl .y>O for i=1 ,2  and all 
yeH~ (resp. x~ .y> for all ye l l S ,  x2=x~+[E  ] for some irreducible curve E). 
Indeed, it is well-known that every irreducible elliptic pencil on an Enriques 
surface has exactly two multiple fibres of multiplicity 2 (see, for example, [4]). 

1 Thus, we may take x I = 5 I f ] ,  xz=�89  ] (resp. x2=x  a + [E]). The converse fol- 
lows from the following 

1.7. Lemma. Let D be a divisor on F with DZ>O. Then tDI or I -DI  is not empty. 
Moreover, if DZ=O, D. C>__0 for any curve C, and D.D'= 1 for some divisor D', 
then 12D[ is an irreducible pencil of elliptic curves. 

Proof Standard, therefore omitted (see, for example, [4] and use [14], where it 
is proven that F is not quasi-elliptic). 

1.8. A pair (Xl,X2) from 1.6 defines an embedding of the unimodular even 
hyperbolic lattice U=7.v lOZVz ,  v~=v2=0,  Vl-V2=I, into the lattice H v by 
sending v i to x i. Conversely, if F does not contain nonsingular rational curves, 
then every such embedding defines a pair (xl ,x2) from 1.6. This follows im- 
mediately from Lemma 1.7. If F contains nonsingular rational curves, then the 
situation is more delicate. Let Wfl be the subgroup of the orthogonal group 
O(HF) which is generated by the reflections 

sE: x--, x +(x .  [El) [El 

where E is a nonsingular rational curve. The group O(HF) and hence W~ acts 
naturally on the set of the lattice embeddings j:  U ~ H  F. Also O(U) acts on this 
set. 

1.9. Proposition. The correspondence 

a standard (degenerate) pair on F ~ an embedding j: U ~ H  F 

described in 1.7 defines a (1-1)-correspondence between the set of standard 
(degenerate) pairs on F and the O(U)x  W~-orbits in the set of embeddings 
j: U ~ H  F. 

Proof Let j: U ~ H  F be an embedding and (xx,x2)=(j(vl),j(v2)). Applying O(U) 
we may assume that xieH-~. We will show that after applying an element of W~ 
we get a pair (x'l,x~), where x' l .y>O for all ye l l S .  Applying Lemma 1.7 we 
find an irreducible elliptic pencil Ifl such that [ f ]  =2x 1. Let x z = [D] for some 
curve D and D = ~ n i C f  be its decomposition into irreducible components. 
Since x l . [ D ] = ~ n i ( x l . [ C i ] ) = l ,  we obtain that there exists a unique com- 
ponent C~, say C 1, such that x l . [ C 1 ] = l ,  n l = l  and x l . [Ci]=O for all i4:1. It 
will follow from the lemma below that after applying an element we W~g to [D] 
we may assume that D.Ci>O for any nonsingular rational curve C~, i4=1, 
without changing x~. Then, since D2=O, we obtain that Cz~=O or - 2  for any 
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i. If D. C~>0,  then we can apply Lemma 1.7 and put x2=[D ]. If D. C~<0,  
then 

O<=x 1. sc,([D])=[D], x 1 +(D. CO(x 1. [C1] )=  1 + D .  C a 

(we will show in the next lemma that Scl([D])~H[). This shows that D. C 1 = 
- 1 .  Thus Sc~([D])=[D]-[C1]eH ~ and xl.Sc~([D])=O. This easily implies 
that [ D ] = [ C I ]  +x  1 and we can put Xz=[D ]. Thus, we have found that the 
O(U) x W;-orbit o f j  contains an embedding coming from a standard (degener- 
ate) pair. It remains to prove the promised lemma which will also imply the 
injectivity of the stated correspondence. 

1.10. Lemma.  The following properties of the action of W{ in H F are true: 
i) W~ leaves the set V~-= {xEH~ : x2~O} invariant; 

" + x. [E] > 0  for every nonsingular rational curve E} (ii) the set Cv={xeV { : 
intersects every orbit of Wf~ in V~- at exactly one element; 

(iii) /f xeV~ is a fixed point of some w~Wf~, w4:l, then x.[E]=O for some 
nonsingular rational curve E. 

Proof (i) Let x~V~ and sE(x)r ~ for some nonsingular rational curve E. By 
Lemma 1.7 - s E ( x ) = - ( x .  [E])[E]-xeV~.  This is obviously absurd because 
line1=0 or isolated for any integer m. 

(ii) Let xeV~- and Ix={nonsingular  rational curves E such that x. [E] <0}. 
If Ix=0 ,  then xeC~. Assume that I x + 0  and let E~I x. Then 

sE(x). Xo = X" Xo +(X. Xo)(Xo. [ E ] ) < x -  Xo, 

where x o is the class of an ample divisor on F. If 1,~(x)4:O we do it again. 
Since x 0 intersects positively every element of H~-, this process must stop. Thus 
for a certain sequence E 1 . . . . .  E k we get Iw(x)=O, where w=sEo . . . .  SEa. This 
shows that w(x)eC" F. It remains to prove the uniqueness property. Let x' 
=w(x)~C"v, x~C"v, w=seo .. . .  s~, be a reduced decomposition of w (see [6], 
Chap. IV, w 1, n ~ 1). We will prove that x ' = x  by induction on l(w)= k. If l(w) 
=1,  then x ' - [ E t ] = - x . [ E ~ ]  shows that x . [ E ~ ] = 0  and hence x'=sE~(x)=x. 
Let w=sE~ow', l(w')=k-1. Then by [15], Proposition 1.5, w'(C"F) 
c { x e V / : x .  [Ek ]>0  } (though our situation is a little different, our root base 
is infinite, the proof goes through in the same way). Thus 

w(x).  [E~] = (w'(x) + (w'(x). [ E d )  [~d )"  [E~] = - w'(x).  [E~] _<_ 0 

and hence w'(x). [Ek] = 0  and w(x)= w'(x). By induction we get w'(x)=x. 
(iii) Follows from the proof of (ii). 

1.11. Definition. A U-marked Enriques surface is a pair (F,j), where F is an 
Enriques surface and j: U ~ H  v an embedding of the lattices. An isomorphism 
between U-marked surfaces (F,j) and (F',j') is a triple (f,~r,w), where f :  F-.F' 
is an isomorphism of surfaces, creO(U), weWf~ such that jo ~=wof*oj ' .  

It follows from Proposition 2.1 that every Enriques surface F admits a U- 
marking. 
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1.12. Corollary. Let Me=M~,~a-LM~. Then the correspondence between the points 
of M E and standard (degenerate) pairs on Enriques surfaces defines via 1.6 a 
bijection between the set M e and the set of isomorphism classes of U-marked 
Enriques surfaces. 

1.13. In the next section we will prove by using transcendental methods that 
the forgetful map 

{ U-marked Enriques surfaces/isomorphism}-~ {Enriques surfaces/isomorphism} 

has finite fibres if k = ~ .  The extension of this property to the case char(k)+0 
is the only obstacle for the validity of the main theorem (see Introduction) in 
the case char(k)+0. 

w 2. The periods of Enriques surfaces 

2.1. Proposition. Let F be an Enriques surface. Then HF= Pic(F)/Tors is an even 
unimodular lattice of rank 10 and signature (1,9). In particular, H F is isomorphic 
to the lattice U • Es, where 

U~__~U1 ( ~ V 2  ' Vl_~V2 = 2 2 O, V l . V 2 = l  , 

Es=Ze10. . .OTle8,  e ~ = - 2 ,  i=1  .... ,8, e3-e8=1, 

e~.e2=e2.e3=.. .=e6.e7=l,  e~. e~=O otherwise. 

Proof. If k = ~ ,  this is well-known. By the Hodge decomposition, we have 
Pic(F)=H2(F,Z), Hl(F,7/)=Tors.  By the formula 12(1-q+pg)=K2+c2, we 
get HZ(F,Z)/Yors = Z  1~ By Lefschetz, Tors(Pic(F))= Tors(H2(F,Z). By Poin- 
care, Hv= HZ(F,Z)/Tors is a unimodular lattice. It is even, because Pic(F)/Tors 
is even. By Hodge Index Theorem, H r has signature (1,9). The last assertion 
follows from the well-known classification of even indefinite unimodular lat- 
tices. If char(k)=p*0,  this is less trivial. Using the fact that F has an elliptic 
fibration (by [14] F is not quasi-elliptic), one can prove that rk(Hv)= 10 ([4], 
Th. 4). Again, by Hodge Index Theorem, sign(He)=(1,9 ). Since 2KF=0,  H e is 
an even lattice. So, it remains to prove that H v is unimodular. Comparing the 
Brauer group Br(F)=HE(F,r of F with the Brauer group of its Jacobian 
elliptic surface (which is rational), we easily see that Br(F)=Z/2 (cf. [2], p. 
557). Using the Kummer exact sequence for flat cohomology, we obtain that 

HF| ~ ~- ~ H2(Vf,, /#~.)/Tors 

for any prime s. By the duality for flat cohomology of a surface [16], we get 
that He |  s is nondegenerate for every s. This proves that H e is unimodular. 
Another proof can be given by using the crystalline cohomology instead of flat 
cohomology (see [21], where the similar argument is used for proving that the 
Picard lattice of a supersingular K3-surface is p-elementary). Along the same 
lines the proposition is proven in L. Illusie, Complexe de de Rham-Witt et 
cohomologie cristalline. Ann. Ec. Norm Sup., 12, 501-661 (1979). 
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From now on in this section the base field is the field of complex numbers 
C. 

2.2. Let X be a K3-surface. It is known (see [1], Chap. IX) that H Z ( X , Z )  is 
isomorphic as a lattice to the lattice U •  U L  U L E s L E s ,  where U and E 8 are 
the same as in 2.1. We denote the latter lattice by L~3. We fix a basis of LK3 of 

l pr , t !  t ! t t  t t  the form v~,Vz ,  V~,V2, V~,vz ,  e t , . . . , e s ,  e ~ , . . . , e s ,  where the first three pairs are 
the standard bases of U and the remaining two octuples are the standard bases 
of E 8 (as in 2.1). 

Let 0:LK3-*LK3 be the involution given by the formula 

O(v,) = vi, O(v'i) = v'i' , O(v'[) = v'i, i =  1, 2, 

O(e'i) = e~', O(e'~') = el, i = 1 . . . . .  8. 

Then the 0-invariant sublattice is 

LK3 =~Yt OZY2 O7/el q~-.. QZes, 

where yi=v' i  +v'i', i=  1, 2 and e i =e '  i +e'i' , i =  1 . . . .  ,8.  
The 0-anti-invariant sublattice is 

where Yi = v'i - v'[, i = 1, 2, ei = el - e'/, i = 1 . . . .  ,8. 
Obviously, 

L~3--- U(2)OEs(2), L~3"~ U ( 2 ) G E 8 ( 2 ) f g U ,  

where for every lattice L and an integer m L ( m )  denotes the lattice obtained 
from L by multiplying its inner product by m. 

Since LK3/L~3 does not have torsion, both of the lattices L~: 3 and L~3 are 
primitive sublattices of LK3. 

Let F be an Enriques surface, p: ff-*F its K3-cover and r~Aut(/~) the cor- 
responding fixed point free involution of ft. It is possible to choose an isomor- 
phism of lattices ~b: H2(F,~)-*LK3 such that 

q~o ~*--0o q) 

(see [123, Thin. 5.1). Then, q~ defines an isomorphism 

(o: Ha(I f ,  Z )  ~* =p* H2(F,Z) - -+  L+K3. 

Using a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form co on if, we define the period of if, 
the line in H2(F, r  spanned by co. Taking the image of this line under qS, we 
get a point P(F, ~b) in the projective space IP(LK3@~)=IP 21. Since co is anti- 
invariant with respect to the involution z (otherwise H 2 ( F ,  CF)#:O), the point 
P(F, ~b) belongs to the subspace IP(LK3 @ C)=IP 1 I. Also, the Hodge bilinear re- 
lations o9/x co = 0, co/x ~3 >0  show that P(ff, ~b) lies in an open subset D of a 
nonsingular quadric in IP 11. The set D is a disjoint union of two copies of a 
bounded symmetric domain of type IV associated to the group S 0 ( 2 ,  I0). 
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Let O(LK3) ~ be the subgroup of the orthogonal group O(LK3 ) of the lattice 
LK3 which consists of the isometries which commute with 0. We have the 
canonical restriction homomorphisms 

r+- : O(LK3)~ 

Let F = r - ( O ( L K y  ). The group F is an arithmetic subgroup of 0(2, 10), it acts 
discontinuously on D and the quotient space D/F is an irreducible algebraic 
variety ([12], p. 86). The image of the point P(F, ~b) in D/F is independent of a 
choice of ~b. It is denoted by P(F) and is called the period of F. According to 
[12] we have the Global Torelli Theorem for Enriques surfaces: 

F-~ F' if and only if P(F) = P(F'). 

2.3. Theorem. The period map (F,j)--,P(F) defines a quasi-finite morphism of al- 
gebraic varieties 

P: M~ = M"~S~M)-*D/F 

Proof. We can prove it separately for M~ s and M~. We do the first part, the 
other is considered similarly. Let U be the open subset of [(9s(2)1 parametrizing 
the curves B on a 4-nodal Del Pezzo quartic S which do not pass through 
Sing(S) and have singularities only of types a,, d,, e,. Let f ' :  g ' ~ U  be the 
family of double covers of S branched along B s U  and Sing(S) (i.e. the com- 
position of the double cover of U x S branched along the universal curve plus 
U x Sing(S) and the first projection map U x S~S).  Let f :  _g-*J7 be a simul- 
taneous resolution of rational double points of the fibres of f ' .  Recall that this 
means that there exist a finite Galois cover q: U-*U and a morphism r: ~--*~' 
such that f ' o r = q o f  and the induced morphism _g~_g~,~ is a minimal resolu- 
tion of singularities. Let p:_~o_~' be the double cover corresponding to the 
sheaf e)r and f:  8 ~  U be the composite map fop .  The fibres of f are non- 
singular K3-surfaces, the double covers of the Enriques surfaces ~a. For any 
point ff~ 0.7 we can trivialize the sheaf R2f,(ll2e) in a neighborhood V07 ) of 
and define the period map V(~)~D as in 2.2. This shows that the period map 
P: U-*D/F, ~-*P(8~) is a holomorphic map locally liftable to D. By Borel's 
Extension Theorem ([5])/5 is an algebraic map. Since/5(~) is independent of a 
choice of a point ~ over u, /5 factors through U. Obviously, it factors also 
through U-* U/Aut(S). Thus, we have a morphism of algebraic varieties: 

P: U/Aut(S) = M~'-,D/F. 

The fibres of P are set-theoretically the isomorphism classes of U-marked En- 
riques surfaces (F,j) with the fixed isomorphism class of F. Clearly, they are 
discrete. Therefore, the fibres of P are finite. 

2.4. Corollary. Let F be an Enriques surface. Then the number of nonisomorphic 
embeddings j: U -* H F is finite. 

2.5. Remark. The degree of the map P was computed in [3]. It is equal to 
27. 17.31. It is known that P (M~)cP(M~ ~) (F. Cossec). The variety D/F is ob- 
viously unirational. It is not known whether it is rational (M~ ' is rational). 
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w 3. The main theorem 

3.1. Let 
p: Aut(F)--*O(HF), g~g*  

be the natural representation of the automorphism group Aut(F) of an En- 
riques surface in the lattice H F. We denote by Aut(F)* its image. The kernel 
Ker(p) is always finite because it leaves any very ample divisor invariant and 
hence must be isomorphic to a group of projective transformations of F. The 
latter is finite, since H~ OF)=HO(ff, 0F)~=0 (see [20]). If k=  C then Ker(p) is 
trivial for a generic Enriques surface (see [17], w 10). We will show in w that 
Ker(p) may be non-trivial. 

Let G be the subgroup of O(HF) generated by the subgroups Aut(F)* and 
w;. 

3.2. Proposition. W~ is a normal subgroup of G and W~c~Aut(F)* = {1}. In other 
words, G is a semi-direct product of the subgroups W~ and Aut(F)*. 

Proof For every nonsingular rational curve E on F and geAut(F)  we have 

g* o s~o g* - 1 = sg(E~. 

This shows that Wp is normal in G. Let xoeH ~ be the class of an ample di- 
visor. Clearly xoeC" v and g*(x0)eC } for every g~Aut(F). It follows from Lem- 
ma 1.10 that g*eW~ would imply that x o . [ E ] = 0  for some nonsingular ra- 
tional curve E. But this is impossible because x 0 comes from an ample divisor. 
Thus Aut(F)*m Wfl= {1} and the canonical homomorphism 

Aut(F)* ~G/W~ 
is an isomorphism. 

3.3. Theorem. Assume that k=l12. Then G is of finite index in O(Hv). 

Proof. Let (F,j) be a U-marking of F. By the Witt theorem the group O(Hr) 
acts transitively on the set of U-markings of F. Thus, the set of all U-marked 
Enriques surfaces (F,j) (F is fixed) is bijective to the set of right cosets 
O(H~)/O(Hv)j, where O(Hv) j is the isotropy subgroup of j .  The latter is isomor- 
phic to the orthogonal group O(j(U) 1) which is a finite because j(U)• . 
Now, the set of isomorphism classes of U-markings of F is bijective to the set 
of double cosets G\O(Hv)/O(H) i modulo an action of the finite group O(U). 
Obviously, this set is finite if and only if G is of finite index in O(HF). It 
remains to apply Corollary 2.4. 

3.4. Corollary. Let F be an Enriques surface over k = C. The following properties 
are equivalent: 

(i) Aut(F) is finite; 

(ii) W; is of finite index in O(HF). 

Moreover, (ii) implies (i) for any k of cha r#  2. 
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3.5. Corollary. Let F be an Enriques surface over k = ~. Suppose that F does not 
contain nonsingular rational curves. Then Aut(F) is infinite. 

Another proof of this fact valid for k * C  is given in 4.1. 

3.6. Remark. It is known that O(HF)= W-{_+id}, where W is the reflection sub- 
group of O(HF), the subgroup generated by the reflections 

Se: X--+X+(X'e)e, e 2= --2. 

(see [10]). This shows that Aut(F)* is always a subgroup of W. If k = C  then for 
a generic F the group Aut(F) is isomorphic to the 2-level congruence subgroup 
W(2) of W,, i.e. the subgroup of the elements of W which act identically on 
He/2H e (see [3] and also [17], w where the result is not stated explicitly). 
The next result can be proven using the following purely algebraic fact which 
was stated in [7] without complete proof, and has been proven recently by E. 
Looijenga. 

"Let a o = i d v G - i d e E O ( U A _  Es). Then W(2) is generated by the conjugates 
of e 0 in W". 

3.7. Proposition. Suppose F does not contain nonsingular rational curves. Then 
Aut(F)* contains W(2). 

Proof. Let j: U ~ H  F be an embedding. By 1.9 it defines a standard pair 
(Ifl, lf'l) and the corresponding double cover ~b(j): F--+S, where S is a 4-nodal 
Del Pezzo quartic surface. Let 7(j)eAut(F) be the corresponding involution of 
F. The fixed locus of 7(J) is a nonsingular curve of genus 5 and four isolated 
points. By the Lefschetz fixed point formula Tr(y(j)*lHe)= - 6. Obviously y(j)* 
acts identically on j(U). Hence Yr(3,( j )*l j (U) ' )=-8.  On the other hand 7(j) 2 
= id  and rk( j (U)l)= 8. This shows that 70)* acts as - i d  on j(U) • and as idj~v) 
O(-idj~v) ) on H e. Choosing an isometry Z: He--+UA-E8 such that z(j(U))= U, 
)~(j(U)• we may identify 7(j)* with the involution a0 from 3.6, i.e. ~-1 
o 7(j)*o X=a0. Replacing j by an embedding woj, weW, we get 

(w o j ) *  = W o ~ ( j )*  o W -  1, Z -  1 o ~(W o j)* o Z = (Z- x o w o Z) ~ a0 o (Z-1 o w o Z)- 1. 

This shows that the isometry ~ defines an isomorphism of W(2) onto a sub- 
group of Aut(F)*. 

3.8. Remark. The fact that a double cover F---,S induces the involution a o in 
Hem UA_E 8 was pointed out to me by C. Peters. It has a striking analogy with 
the corresponding result for the double covers of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 
1 and 2 induced by the anti-bicanonical and anti-canonical linear system re- 
spectively. Namely, this involution induces - i d  on the sublattice of the Picard 
group consisting of the classes orthogonal to the canonical class. The latter is 
isomorphic to the lattice E s and E 7 respectively. It is known (see [6], Chap. 
VI, w 4, Ex. 1 and 3) that W(Es)(2) and W(ET)(2) are equal to { _+ id}. 

3.9. Remark. Let Y be a rational surface obtained by blowing up 10 points in 
IP 2. It is easily seen that the orthogonal complement of the canonical class K v 
in Pic(Y) is isomorphic to the lattice U_kE s. In the case when the 10 points 
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are the ten double points of a rational curve of degree 6 one can develop the 
theory of the surfaces Y which is quite similar to the theory of Enriques sur- 
faces. In particular, using the ideas of [7], it can be shown that Aut(Y)~ W(2) 
for generic Y. We hope to discuss the Coble surfaces Y in a future paper. 

3.10. Remark. If k=~2 we can prove by using the Global Torelli Theorem for 
K3-surfaces that Aut(F)* is normal in O(Hp) for generic F. Since the group 
W/W(2)~O+(IO, IF2) (see [-8, 11]) is almost simple (it contains a simple sub- 
group of index 2), Proposition 3.7 implies that Aut (F)-~ W(2) for a generic F. 
The same statement is true for Coble surfaces. 

w 4. An example 

In this section we give an example of an Enriques surface with finitely many 
automorphisms. 

4.1. It is known that every Enriques surface F has an irreducible pencil of 
elliptic curves which defines an elliptic fibration f :  F ~ I P  1 (see [4]). As we saw 
in w 1 this fact follows from the existence of an embedding j: U~H v and is 
used for proving that such embeddings exist in the case char(k)4:0 (see 
Proposition 2.1). Let f ' :  J ~ I P  ~ be the Jacobian fibration associated to f. It 
follows from the theory of elliptic surfaces (see [1], Chap. VI) that the group 
J(IP 1) of sections of f '  acts on F. In particular, Aut(F) is infinite if J(IP 1) is 
infinite. The surface J(F) is rational, it is obtained from IP ~ by blowing up the 
base points of a pencil of cubic curves. A well-known formula for the rank of 
J(IP 1) (one can find it for example in [2]) implies that J(IP ~) is finite only if the 
number of irreducible components in the union of the reducible fibres of f '  
(and hence of f )  is equal to 8 + k, where k is the number of the reducible fibres. 
This shows that Aut(F) is always infinite if F does not contain nonsingular 
rational curves, because only they can be the irreducible components of the 
reducible fibres of f. This is another proof of Corollary 3.5, where k is an 
arbitrary field of characteristic 4:2. Also, it suggests that we have to look for 
an Enriques surface with finitely many automorphisms among the elliptic En- 
riques surfaces with "large" degenerate fibres. 

4.2. Example. Let F be an Enriques surface which has an elliptic fibration 
f:  F ~ I P  1 with two reducible fibres, one of type III* (or/~7): 

fl =E1 + 2E2 + 3E3 +4E4 + 2Es + 3E6 + 2Ev + E8 

E4 E5 E3 Eo 

E1 E2 E 7 E8 
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and one of type 11 (or 42) with multiplicity 2 

f~ = 2E'1 + 2E~ 
E'I 

E~ 

Also we need that F contains a rational curve E such that 

E'E ' I=E'EI=E.E8=I ,  E'E'2=E-EI=O, i+1,8 .  

This is the only nontrivial property to realize, the existence of the two re- 
ducible fibres as above can be easily obtained by considering an appropriate 
pencil of cubic curves in IP 2. The existence of F with the needed properties is 
shown in 1-12], p. 82. 

4.3. Theorem. Let F be an Enriques surface from Example 4.2. Then Aut(F) is 
finite. 

Proof Let fo=E+E~+Ez+E3+E4+E6+ET+E8 . Since E s . f o = l ,  1'fo] is a 
primitive isotropic vector. By Lemma 1.7 12fo I is an irreducible pencil of 
elliptic curves. Since f o ' E ~ = 0 ,  the rational curve E~ is an irreducible com- 
ponent of a reducible fibre of 12fol. This fibre cannot have more than two 
components because otherwise rk(Hr)>lO. Let E~ be the other component. It 
follows from the classification of elliptic fibres that E~. E~=2.  The curve E s 
does not intersect E'2, hence it intersects E'3. We have Es.E'3=E'l.E'2=2. 
Summarizing, we have the following intersection graph G(F): 

E a ' ~ ~  E6 
E7 

Let W' be the subgroup of O(HF) generated by the reflections into the 
classes of the curves from this graph. These generators define a structure of a 
Coxeter system on W'. Its Coxeter graph is obtained from the above graph by 
replacing 2 by ~ .  This Coxeter graph does not contain subgraphs correspond- 
ing to the Lanner groups and all its maximal parabolic subgraphs are of type 
/~a, /)a, "47G'41 and /~7fi)A1 which all have the maximal possible rank. It 
follows from Theorem 2.6 bis of 1-24] that W' is of finite index in O(Hr). Since 
W' c WF", we are done due to Corollary 3.4. 
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4.4. The automorphism group of the graph G(F) from 4.3 is isomorphic to the 
group 7Z/2 G Z/2. The elements of this group can be realized by automorphisms 
of F. 

Let gl be the involution of F defined by the standard degenerate pair 
(Ifl[, E). The corresponding map F--*S blows down the curves E 2 . . . .  , Ev to a 
e6-point of the branch curve B c [(9s(2)[ and blows down the curve E~ to a node 
of B. It follows from the Jung resolution of the point e 6 that the involution gt 
switches the curves E 1 and E 8, E z and E 7, E 3 and E6,  and leaves the curves 
E4, Es, E'I, E~ invariant. The fixed point set of gl is the union of the curve Es, 
a nonsingular elliptic curve/~ and four isolated points. 

We see that g~ induces an automorphism of G(F) which is the reflection 
with respect to the middle line. 

Let f :  F ~ I P  1 be the elliptic fibration induced by the pencil [2f0 [. The Ja- 
cobian fibration f ' :  F'---,IP 1 has a section of order 2 which acts by translation 
on F sending the curve E 5 to the curve E' 1. Let g2 be the corresponding in- 
volution of F. It is easy to see that g2 induces an automorphism of G(F) which 
is the rotation about  180 ~ Together with g~ the involution g2 generates the 
automorphism group of the diagram. 

Let go be the involution of F defined by the degenerate standard pair 
(]f~I ,E'2) ,wheref~=E'~+2E+3Es+4Ev+5E6+6E4+3Es+4E 3. The corre- 
sponding map F ~ S  blows down the curves E 2, ..., E 8, E to a es-point of the 
branch curve /~'ClCs(2)l. The fixed point set of go consists of the curves 
E, E 2, E4, ET, a nonsingular elliptic curve B' and four isolated points. One ea- 
sily sees that go leaves all the curves Ei, E and E' i invariant. Hence g* = i d n .  
The curve /~" intersects E s transversally at one point. Therefore, go has fixed 
point on all fibres of Ifll and cannot exchange the two reduced fibres of f t .  
This immediately implies that 

go -- ldpic(F)' 

In particular, go induces the trivial automorphism of the graph G(F). 
It follows from [24], p. 334, that the vertices of the graph G(F) represent 

the set of all nodal curves on F. Thus, the group Aut(F) acts on G(F). As we 
saw above, the corresponding homomorphism 

r: Aut (F) ~ Aut (G (F)) = 7Z/2 | Z/2 

is surjective and goeKer(r).  
Let go be a nontrivial element of Ker(r). Since it leaves the curves E, El,  E 8 

and E'~ invariant, it must fix the points Ec~Et, Ec~E 8 and Ec~E' 1. This im- 
mediately implies that g0 fixes the whole curve E pointwise (a nontrivial auto- 
morphism of finite order of IP t has 2 fixed points). Since the set E'~ c~ E~ is go- 
invariant, gO 2 has at least three fixed points on E'~. This implies that go 2 fixes E'~ 
pointwise. However, the fixed point set of any automorphism of F of finite 
order is smooth. Since E intersects E'~, we obtain that go 2= id  v. In the same 
way, we see that g0 cannot fix E 1 pointwise. Thus, golE~ =golE 1 and we get 
that go ~ fixes E wEa pointwise. This again implies that go ~  �9 Hence 
go=gO and 

Ker (r) = (go)"~ Z/2. 
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Let us show that gl and g2 do not commute. For this we notice that E 5 is 
fixed pointwise by gx but E' l=gz(Es) is not. This obviously implies that 
g2oglogz#:gx.  Thus, we get 

and 

the dihedral group of order 8. 

(gl ~ =go 

Aut (F) ~- D4, 

By other method the same result was obtained in [3]. 

4.5. Proposition. Let ff be the K3-eover of the Enriques surface F from Example 
4.2. Assume that k=ffJ. Then Aut(ff) is infinite. 

Proof Let p: f f ~ S  be the K3-cover. The pull-back of the elliptic pencil If1• is 
an elliptic pencil on if with two degenerate fibres of type E 7 and a fibre of type 
A 3 (we use that p splits over the fibre f l  and does not split over the fibre f2). 
The pull back of the 2-section E splits under p into two disjoint sections of this 
pencil. This easily implies that rk(Pic(F))= 19 or 20. In the latter case Aut(F) 
must be infinite (see [22] or [17]). If rk(Pic(ff))= 19 and Aut(ff) is finite, then 
Pic(F)---AI_I_E 8_I_E s_L U ([17], Thins. 0.2.3 and 0.2.4). Replacing the pencil ]fll 
by the pencil If~l from 4.4 and arguing as above, we see that Pic(ff) contains 
the lattice L=Es_I_E 8L U(2). Passing to the orthogonal complements of the 
lattices Pic(ff) and L in the lattice LK3=HZ(F,Z), we see that (A~)~ is con- 
tained in (U(2))~• v -~ U(2). This is absurd because U(2) does not represent 2. 

4.6. Remark. The lattice L from above can be characterized as the sublattice of 
Pic(ff) spanned by the cycles which are invariant with respect to one of the 
two liftings t o / e  of the involution go which acts trivially on Pic(F)=H2(F,Z). 
This was shown by S. Mukai who also proved that the involution of the En- 
riques surface F from Example 3 of [18] acts trivially on Pic(F) and its lifting 
to i f fixes a sublattice L isomorphic to the lattice 
(U(2)_I_U(2))JiK3"~DsZDsiU. Recall that in our case L"~-(ULU(2))~,3. Re- 
cently S. Mukai and Y. Namikawa have classified the periods of the Enriques 
surfaces F whose automorphism group does not act faithfully on H v. It follows 
from this result that the above two lattice L are the only possible sublattices of 
Pic(if) spanned by the cycles which are invariant with respect to a lifting of an 
involution of F acting trivially on H v. Notice that the first example of an 
Enriques surface F whose automorphism group does not act faithfully on 
Pic(F) was constructed by W. Barth (see [3]). The impossibility of this was 
erroneously claimed in [25]. The error was pointed out later by C. Peters. 

4.7. Conjecture. Let F be an Enriques surface and ff be its K3-eover. Then 
Aut(F) is infinite. 
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Oblatum 4-III-1983 

Note added in proof 

As was shown recently by Y. Namikawa, a better version of Horikawa's Global Torelli Theorem 
for Enriques surfaces gives another proof of the main result of this paper. 


